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Jeremiah 18 describes the work of a ________ who is trying to
make something useful out of a lump of _______. As we observe this
potter working on the clay, we discover how God ______ in our lives.
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1. How the Clay Was _________. 18:2-3
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A. The Potter Represents _______. 18:6
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C. The Wheel Represents the Daily ________ of Life. 18:3
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Failure is not always the result of _______ but sometimes we
feel like a failure because we have sinned and run away from God’s
__________.
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A. The Clay May Have Had a Hidden _______.
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The potter took the _______ piece of clay, started all over
again, and made a brand new ______. He gave it a _________ chance.
Someone said, “God can mend a broken life, but only if you give Him
all the __________.”
Franklin Graham is an example of a man who lived in
___________ against God’s will. Eventually Franklin put his life on
the potter’s _________ and God was able to make something
_____________ out of it.
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Transformed Clay Wheel God Beautiful Potter
Will Second Deformed Pot Rebellion Flaw Us
Works Pieces Hard Events Formed Same Sin
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